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About This Game

16 years ago, the city of Newport Falls belonged to the criminal organization IMPERIO. The members of this group spread fear
and terror and held the once picturesque Newport Falls in a stranglehold of organized crime. For a long time, the police had

nothing to oppose this power and IMPERIO was free to do as it pleased. Until one day a wily police officer, John Croft,
appeared on the scene. Together with his taskforce, he was able to put a stop to this syndicate's deeds bit by bit. But just before
he could arrest the leader, he and his organization disappeared without trace. John Croft, the hero and father of a young boy was
found dead a short time later. There were two bullets in his chest. But the case was never solved. IMPERIO disappeared and the

city blossomed and developed magnificently.

16 years later, there is no longer any sign of what had happened. IMPERIO has returned and flooded the urban area with its
criminal activities. The unthinkable happens when the mayor puts on a large banquet to present his future strategy against

organized crime, which has been on the rise for months. During the presentation, a shady man draws a weapon and shoots at the
mayor. Bullets fly; glass shatters and panic breaks out everywhere. At first, all that can be seen is the mayor lying on the ground.

Next to him, police chief Michael Reese, riddled with bullets. He saved the mayor's life and paid with his own. The killer has
escaped unidentified.

In POLICE TACTICS: IMPERIO you play as Harvey Croft and take on the vacant office of the police chief. You are
responsible for upholding law and order in Newport Falls. Coordinate the emergency vehicles and personnel of the municipal

precinct and put a stop to crime. Make sure that no crime goes unpunished and convict the perpetrators! You are the first line of
defense in the fight against organized crime. You must prevent crime from prevailing and take out the big fish before it's too

late. Collect and examine a wide range of evidence and protect your city before it sinks into a swamp of crime. Use your police
units to their full potential. Train and deploy crime scene investigators, special units, police officers and detectives. Manage
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your headquarters and make best use of your budget to ensure the best standards of law enforcement and hazard defense.

With increasing success in the fight against organized crime, you will take on greater responsibility and unlock new areas, units
and enhancements. Solve exciting cases, investigate capital offenses and prevent everyday misdemeanors. Will you be able to

complete your father's lifework and put IMPERIO in its place once and for all?

POLICE TACTICS: IMPERIO is a realistic real-time strategy game, developed by CyberphobX Ltd. and astragon
Entertainment GmbH.

Features:

Uphold law and order in your city Newport Falls

Fight organized crime

Coordinate a range of different police units

Gradually unlock precincts, enhancements and new units

Manage and improve your headquarters and forces

Realistic emergency vehicles, either U.S. or German police units

Dynamic day and night cycles

With realistic police radio and sirens
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Not worth the money in its current state, plain and simple. Poorly optimised (before you say anything, not everyone plays this on
a 1080ti), janky mouse controls that feel so wrong compared to other shooters, inconsistent hit registration and a population
that's already too low for its own good.

Currently matches go two ways with very rare exceptions: either the Runners get stomped or the Hunter gets stomped. Call it a
"learning process" for those on the wrong end of that (I wonder how many of them will keep playing), but in a game that lacks
any sort of sense of progression and isn't exactly vibrating with life that just doesn't sound like a good time?

Do you want to spend $30 on this? Sure you can party up with your friends and play 5-minute matches against Hunters who
stand absolutely no chance against your organised group (due to balance changes made before Early Access), but ask yourself if
that will be fun long enough to warrant the cost.

As it stands, I don't feel like I'm getting my money's worth. As a matter of fact I feel ripped off. You could say it's nothing like
Dead by Daylight in execution, but the experience is comparable, without the more refined elements of that title that keep you
coming back for more despite the huge flaws.

Oh, and I really must stress this: it runs awfully, the mouse controls are awful, it's free for now and there aren't enough people to
play with. From a veteran shooter's perspective this game is an utter joke despite the extremely detailed feedback people sent
them about these issues on each survey.

I predict a Nosgoth, except that game was actually good and was cancelled by a company that's exponentially bigger than BHVR
despite not having any less players.. The best 4 cents I've ever spent. Thanks Steam Wallet!. Thank you again, What Pumpkin
Games! For giving me my new waifu and the character in the whole of HS that I just love to hate! would play a million times,
just to see her smile and to see him suffer!
15\/10!!!!. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jrVPXP05v-s. Has potential. Too grind heavy and drawn out within the levels. If
they were shortened but made a bit more difficult. The abilities take a bit long to go through them. These games aren't meant to
be long as hell. Perhaps a continuous endless survival thing with tweaks instead. Campaign is lengthy for a TD. No story.
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Project Rhombus. The simple, vibrant game that I spent multiple hours on.
AND YOU'RE GONNA HAVE....
A GOOD TIME!

Yes, this game is inspired by Undertale, which you can clearly hear through the music and see in the gameplay. Don't be fooled,
this one's a semi-rage-quitting game.

So let's go:

Pros:
+ Vibrant, modern graphics
+ Amazing dubstep soundtrack with hints of UT
+ Endless hours of fun! A keeper right here!
+ Basic gameplay with a twist!

Cons:
- I don't want to have a bad time so....no cons.

I really HIGHLY recommend this so much!!. Solar Gun is an FPS puzzle game with some shooting mechanics.

You know what this means...
it takes a lot of inspiration from Portal and various other indie puzzle games, both in world design, art style and puzzle design.
There are some visuals from 2001: A Space Odyssey for some reason. Using monolith imagery should make some kind of
sense, otherwise it's just a reference that doesn't mean anything.

The puzzles are typical, not exactly mind blowing, but they keep you occupied for a few minutes/hours. The environments aren't
quite illogical, but the attempt at worldbuilding is commendable.. 10\/10 would lick the people again. I ve just purchased
Bouncy Bob. I must say it's really cool. Nice graphics, fancy music and very engrossing game. I strongly recommend you won't
be dissapointed.. This is the ♥♥♥♥♥iest♥♥♥♥♥♥ever it is trash. Its a good game ya know. it's worst than loving claudio and
not be corresponded

enfia o jogo no seu carro, joga esse carro no laguinho e taca fogo no lago.

i wasted my liiiiiiiiife playing this
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